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Introduction Biologique 'a l'Etude de la Neurologie et de la Psycho-
pathologie. By C. v. MONAKOW, Honorary Professor in the Faculty
of Mvedicine of the University of Zurich, and R. MOURGUE, Laureate of
the Institut de France, etc. With 33 figures and two plates. Paris:
Felix Alcan, 1928. Pp. 416. Price 80 francs.

THIS book, which does not make easy reading, was sorely needed. Any one
with a philosophic turn of mind must have been dissatisfied with present-day
attainments in regard to the objective data of neurology and psychopathology,
for in numerous instances the describer of facts utilises them to support
or dispel theories and hypotheses without appreciating the nature of the
latter, and has thus been guilty of errors in methodology. For example, it
is remarkable how constantly principles of localisation are based on the as-
sumption that the concomitance of a symptom and a discoverable lesion
suffices; how frequently the data of experimental neurophysiology iti the
animal are applied unthinkingly to problems in human physiology; hiow
persistently, in certain quarters, the positive clinical phenomena of the psy-
choses are linked to lesions of an anatomical kind which are nothing if not
destructive.

Among these more or less serious methodological errors the authors direct
special attention to the following: (1) the isolation of a phenomenon from the
conditions that gave rise to it. This is the fundamental mistake of histo-
pathology after the manner of Nissl, seeing that preliminary questions of
nutritive and defence processes are completely ignored. (2) The static con-
ception of function, which neglects the time factor. Integration and dis-
integration of function cannot be understood without reference to the notion
of the evolution of function in time. (3) When evolution passes from one
stage to another not only are quantitative differences encountered, but the
order of the new has a different biological value from that of the old. In the
view of Bergson, evolution is creative; at each stage life is enriched for the
future to come. Thus the sexual instinct has differing values at differing
periods. (4) Language itself has evolved, and ex hypothesi should be capable
of further evolution. Many everyday psychological expressions are insufficient
for reconstructing the history of function, and neologisms are requisite. (5)
Present-day conceptions of neuropathology are concerned largely with questions
of defect. But in the authors' opinion an auto-regulative compensation, of a
creative kind, comes into action when function is diminished or arrested.
An active force underlies vital activity; it is the "matrice des instincts," which
they propose to term the " Horme."
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REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS

Starting with the instinctual world, five main groups are distinguished
and discussed, viz. the formative, conservative, sexual, social, and religious
instincts, and their biological significance is estimated. Then follows an
examination of biological consciousness or "Syneidesis "-the auto-regulative
principle of function. The development of motor function leads to
problems of orientation and of causality, from primitive discrimination
(" Protodiakrisis ") to language and " Praxia."

The second part of the volume examines disintegration of function, the
result of (1) dissolution of continuity of neural substance, or (2) of secretory
imperfections, producing in the authors' view the psychoneuroses, or (3) of

de'sintegration en briques," responsible for the psychoses.
Doubtless owing, in part, to the many neologisms which pull the reader up,

this volume demands patient perusing, but it repays generously the time given
to it. With its general contentions, there can be no serious dispute ; it fulr-
nishes an admirable mise au point for present-day problenms of biology; it
orients the neurologist and psychopathologist and provokes and compels
thought. It is least impressive where it is most debatable-as when the
"ecto-mesodermic barrier " is under discuission.

S. A.K.W.

The Brain from Ape to Man. By FREDERICK TILNEY, Ph.D., M.D.,
Professor of Neurology, Columbia University. With chapters on the
Reconstruction of the Gray Matter in the Primate Brainstem by Henry
Alsop Riley, A.M., M.D., Associate Professor of Neurology, Columbia
University. In two volumes, with 557 illustrations, many in colour.
London: H. K. Lewis, 1928. Pp. 1120. Price five guineas.

IN two superblv printed and illustrated volumes Professor Tilney has studied
the brain in its evolutionary aspects on a scale never previously attempted.
Fifteen years have been devoted to the anatomical preparation of material
from the nervous systems of the higher mammals, ranging from the lemur to
man, and inclusive of gibbon, orang, chimpanzee and gorilla. This is only
the morphological side, however; the researches have also embraced obser-
vations of the behaviouristic aspect of the same animals during life. In regard
to the former, it is naturally both technical and lengthy, for it consists of
elaborate structural accouints of the macroscopical and microscopical anatomy
of the neuraxes concerned, beginning in each instance with the surface appear-
ances and fissural pattern of the brain and the naked-eye configuration of the
cerebellum and brainstem, and proceeding to a systematic comparison at

different brainstem levels of the internal structure, with its tracts and nuclei.
In each case, moreover, a valuable reconstruction of the brainstem has been
undertaken, coloured drawings being provided of the relative sizes and posi-
tions of the various cell-masses of the gray matter in that part of the brain.
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